
Why a Multi-Year Plan?
Implementing an innovative ratemaking process is 
essential for advancing a smarter, stronger and cleaner 
energy grid that improves reliability and safety, and meets 
the growing needs of our customers and Maryland’s 
energy future. The multi-year plan is a forward-looking 
plan that provides greater transparency in how the 
company will spend money to invest in its systems and 
enhance the customer experience, while providing 
greater predictability of future costs for customers.

Benefits of Pepco’s Multi-Year Plan 
Pepco’s multi-year plan specifically seeks to assist with 
Maryland’s economic recovery by keeping rates flat 
for customers for at least two years to help address 
the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.  It also 
outlines plans to inject more than $1 billion into the 
local economy through system investments that will 
modernize the local energy grid and support more than 
1,425 jobs each year. 

We will continue our commitment to advancing the 
energy experience for our customers while working with 
our local and diverse businesses. In 2019, Pepco spent 
$222 million on goods and services from diverse certified 
suppliers. These purchases represent 37 percent of Pepco’s 
total spend, and was $59 million, or 8 percent higher, 
than the previous year. This continues a trend of annually 
increasing work with local and diverse suppliers and 

complements nearly $3 million in workforce development 
initiatives to expand local training and hiring programs.

We also will continue support of our local nonprofit 
partners to help support the vibrancy of our communities. 
Annually, Pepco provides nearly $1 million to local 
nonprofit partners. Recognizing the challenges brought 
on by the pandemic, so far this year Pepco has provided 
more than $2 million in support of local nonprofits and 
local relief funds that support families, individuals and 
small businesses impacted by the pandemic.  

We expanded efforts to support our customers and 
communities by ceasing disconnections and late 
payment fees, extending payment arrangements and 
energy assistance, and developing new programs to 
support those customers in need. We launched a new 
low-income energy assistance program earlier this year 
—Good Neighbor Energy Fund. We will match customer 
contributions up to $100,000 and provide support to 
customers who are struggling to pay their energy bill.

In addition to enhancing reliability, Pepco’s plan includes 
a proposal to transition company-owned streetlights to 
cleaner, more efficient smart LED streetlight technology 
between 2022 and 2026—further quantifying climate 
benefits and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
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$1 billion INTO THE LOCAL 
ECONOMY through system investments 
that support more than 1,425 
jobs each year.
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$222 million ON GOODS 
AND SERVICES from diverse 
certified suppliers.

$2 million in support of 
LOCAL NONPROFITS and to 
LOCAL RELIEF FUNDS.

Pepco’s multi-year plan is designed to assist in the economic recovery of the region from the pandemic, 
continue to improve the local energy grid and building a smarter, stronger, cleaner energy future for the 
company’s 582,000 customers in Montgomery and Prince George’s counties. 



Pepco has near-term plans to modernize 66,000 
existing streetlights with centrally managed smart LED 
streetlights and smart nodes that will offer remote light 
management and more enhanced operational oversight. 
This LED conversion program will bring cutting-edge 
lighting solutions to Maryland’s communities, increasing 
energy efficiency, supporting state clean energy and 
renewable portfolio standard (RPS) goals, reducing 
operational costs and improving public safety across the 
state. Transitioning to smart LED streetlights is expected 
to reduce annual energy consumption by 29,000 
megawatt-hours over the first five years and will save 
more than 119,500 tons of CO2 from being emitted into 
the environment over the life of the streetlights. The use 
of smart LED streetlights promotes sustainability and 
helps the state of Maryland meet its environmental goals.

Pepco also plans to build out its EVsmart program, which 
helps to facilitate the transition toward zero emissions 
vehicles. EVsmart has already powered up several of the 
planned 250 new Level 2 electric vehicle (EV) charging 
stations in Maryland, and provides customers with 
rebates, tools, and information on how to go electric. 
Pepco plans to build out the EVsmart program with an 
extensive EV charging network across Montgomery and 
Prince George’s counties, providing drivers charging 
flexibility—fueled by 100 percent carbon free energy.

How will Pepco’s Multi-Year Plan impact  
customer bills?
The multi-year plan increases transparency, accountability, 
predictability and affordability. The multi-year plan enables 
Pepco to spread the costs of investments over several years. 

n Pepco will hold energy delivery rates flat for the first 
two years of the plan as the region recovers.

n After holding energy delivery rates steady for two-
years, the company is requesting a 4.4 percent 
($5.50) upward adjustment of rates on April 1, 2023, 
and a 4.2 percent ($5.50) upward adjustment of rates 
on April 1, 2024, to reflect the investments being 
made over the three years. 

n In total, over the 2019–2024 period,  customers 
would experience an $11 increase on the delivery 
portion of their bill, or 1.29 percent per year. 

n Even with the changes outlined in this plan, total bills 
for the typical Pepco customer using 811 kilowatt 
hours per month will remain about 14 percent lower 
than they were in 2011.
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CONTINUING OUR COMMITMENT TO CLEAN, SAFE, RELIABLE AND AFFORDABLE 
ENERGY SERVICE

In 2019, Pepco reported the best reliability performance of any other Maryland utility in the annual 
service quality and reliability reporting to the Public Service Commission. Our Maryland customers are 
benefitting from the continued modernization of the local energy grid. Power outages have declined by more 

than 27 percent and when customers do experience a service interruption, their power is restored nearly 37 percent faster 
today. We are using more modern technologies to build an energy grid that is smarter, stronger and cleaner. In fact, in 2020 
Pepco has the highest frequency (SAIFI) and average duration (SAIDI) requirements of any utility in the state. Customers are 
experiencing record service and are paying an average bill that is lower than in 2011 and will continue to do so.

IMPROVING SERVICE THROUGH PEPCO’S 
MULTI-YEAR PLAN?

Pepco’s plan outlines strategic investments, including 
hundreds of projects to modernize and reinforce the 
local energy grid. These projects include:

Efforts that will improve system performance 
through new, more modern equipment

Projects to expand capacity and meet the 
growing needs of customers

Efforts to help prevent those power outages 
that can be prevented, and 

 Corrective maintenance work, which focuses on 
replacing infrastructure that is approaching end 
of life.


